
Thursday 14th January 2021

Literacy

This lesson will be live after the virtual registration at 
9:15am. There is no extra sheet for this lesson.

Follow the Zoom link in your email.



WAL: To write our setting description.
Must: Use expanded noun phrases with modifiers.
Should: Suggest a creative origin for one of the nouns.
Could: Include similes and metaphors.



WAL: To write our setting description.
Must: Use expanded noun phrases with 
modifiers.
Should: Suggest a creative origin for 
one of the nouns.
Could: Include similes and metaphors.

You are going to use your 
planning sheet to write 
your setting description.

Let’s have a go at 
describing the seashore 
using structure strips 

(switch to camera).

Use the structure strips!



Modify using + description

with      that

Modify using + prepositions

underneath     in between     over      

across     beside     on     near   below     

on top of     

glistening   

shimmering    

twisting   crystal 

clear   blinding    

bright   towering   

emerald  

hanging   deep   

cascading   

rough   peaceful

grainy   miserable  

crashing   forceful   

foamy  chalky bitter   

Fronted adverbials

commas



It is now time to edit and improve.

Let’s take a look at 
full stops and capital letters.

Remember, a full stop separates two ideas/sentences. 

If you put a full stop in, make sure you put a capital letter 
in too.

Remember a capital letter for proper nouns too.

As I walked towards the coarse rocks, I felt grainy

sand under my toes I pulled myself up.



It is now time to edit and improve.

Let’s take a look at 
Fronted Adverbials

Remember, a fronted adverbials adds information, saying 
where, when or how something is. 

You have to use a comma after your fronted adverbial to 
separate it from the main sentence.

Remember, you can use two fronted adverbials.

I slowly walked towards the water.

The waves were crashing to the floor.



It is now time to edit and improve.

Let’s take a look at 
Commas

Remember, you have to use a comma after your fronted 
adverbial to separate it from the main sentence.

Remember, you can also use a comma to separate your 
main idea from an extra idea (usually when you have 
used a conjunction).

Feeling nervous  I slowly crept towards the water.

As I quickly darted towards the tree I heard a strange screech.



It is now time to edit and improve.

Let’s take a look at 
Expanded Noun Phrases and 
modifiers.

Remember, add carefully chosen adjectives to your nouns.

Use WITH or THAT or a preposition like below to modifier 
them

in between    under    on   next to    near   outside  

I    took    a    sip    of    the    water.

Whilst feeling the cliff, I admired   the    rocks.



It is now time to edit and improve.

Let’s take a look at 
Similes and Metaphors

Remember, a simile is a direct comparison using LIKE or 
AS _____ AS.

A metaphor is where you say something IS something 
else.

As I took a sip of the refreshing water, it looked clear.

I couldn’t believe my eyes. I looked up at the     cliffs.
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